T-bar Universal Rolling and Its Deformation Properties
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A new method of rolling T-bars using a common universal mill for H-beams was investigated. To study its deformation properties, model rolling experiments and finite element analyses were carried out. Before the experiment, there was concern about large side camber of the rolled T-bars due to the asymmetric section shape in universal rolling. However, it was shown that the side camber could be controlled by adjusting the balance of the web and flange thickness reductions. The spreading behavior of the flange and web were then studied in detail by experiments and numerical simulations. Linear relationships between reduction balance and spread parameters were found, enabling the spread deformation to be predicted by using model equations. Moreover, the similarity of the flange spread behavior between T-bar and H-beam universal rolling was investigated by numerical analysis. The result of this research suggested the high potential of this rolling method for flexible T-bar production.
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1. Introduction

The section of a T-bar has two rectangles at right angles to each other. The web (or stem) is normally placed on the center of the flange.

There are several rolling methods for producing T-bars using structural mills. For example, hot rolling with groove rolls has been used for many years, and several roll pass designs for T-bars have been presented in the literature. However, the products produced by groove rolling have a taper in their web and flange thicknesses, which is a disadvantage of this rolling method.

Three roll mills are sometimes applied to T-bar production to produce T-bars having a web and flange of uniform thickness. However, three roll mills are normally used for only small sections.

Another method of producing T-bars is to slit of H-beams. Because of the constant thickness of H-beams, slit T-bars have no taper in their web and flange thicknesses, and thus a great many T-bars are now being produced in this way.

Recently, the use of T-bars in shipbuilding is increasing, but the dimensions of hot rolled and slit T-bars are rather limited. When section sizes are limited, a thicker section having more than the required stiffness should be selected, but this means the increases the ship weight. In the case of groove rolling, a roll pass design can produce only one section, which means that many sets of groove rolls are necessary for supplying various sizes of T-bars. The mismatch of outer dimensions and lack of size variations are problems of hot rolled T-bars in shipbuilding.

To solve these problems, a new rolling method for T-bars was investigated in this study. The possibility of T-bar rolling with a conventional universal mill was studied by model rolling experiments. Basic deformation properties were also investigated from the results of model experiments and finite element (FE) simulation, particularly the behaviors of the flange and web spreads. Furthermore, the flange spread behavior of T-bar rolling was compared to that of H-beam rolling, and their similarities and differences were discussed.

2. Fundamentals of T-bar Universal Rolling

Universal mills are widely used for the production of H-beams, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. A Japanese patent published in 1968 presented a unique approach for T-bar rolling, applying a universal mill for H-beam rolling to T-bar rolling, as shown in Fig. 2. The web of the T-bar is rolled with horizontal rolls and the flange is rolled between a vertical roll and the side surfaces of the horizontal rolls. Flange width is controlled with an edger mill installed near
the universal mill. The edger rolls also have the same configuration as for H-beam rolling. After reducing the web and flange thicknesses to the product dimensions, another universal mill is used to make the flange shape straight and vertical.

This method offers many advantages. First, as shown in Fig. 2, slim T-bars suitable for shipbuilding can be rolled. Second, T-bars having different outer dimensions and thicknesses can be produced with the same pair of horizontal and vertical rolls, which enables a range of product sizes to be produced without increasing the roll cost. Moreover, universal mills are commonly used for section rolling, and therefore unlike introducing a special rolling mill such as a three-roll type, it is possible for conventional section mills to produce T-bars with their existing facilities.

However, this universal rolling method has not been examined since the patent was published, probably because the asymmetric rolling shape that lacks one flange of the H-beam is expected to produce large side camber in universal rolling.

To assess the possibility of T-bar universal rolling, we carried out experimental and numerical studies simulating this rolling method. First, basic rolling deformation was studied by conducting model rolling experiments.

### 3. Experimental Setup

To investigate general rolling deformation, reduced-scale model experiments were performed. A laboratory universal mill having the same roll arrangement as shown in Fig. 2 was used. The horizontal rolls were driven and the vertical rolls were undriven. The dimensions of the rolling mill and experimental conditions are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A T-bar product with a web height of 300 mm and flange width of 125 mm was assumed. A constant reduced-scale of one fifth was assumed in the experimental rolling. Pure lead was used as the model material of the T-bar, which is reported to have deformation behavior similar to that of hot carbon steel at elevated temperatures from 900 to 1000°C.12) Because these experiments were carried out at room temperature, the effect of temperature distribution on rolling deformation was eliminated.

Two inlet sections as illustrated in Fig. 3 were examined. The thick section ($t_w = 4$ mm) corresponded to an early pass in the draft schedule of universal rolling, and the thin section ($t_w = 2$ mm) matched the end of the draft schedule. Several combinations of web thickness reduction $r_w$ and flange thickness reduction $r_f$, as listed in Table 2, were tested. The range of thickness reduction difference ($r_f - r_w$) was from -3% to 9%. Two specimens were rolled for each condition. In total, twelve T-bar stocks were examined for each inlet section.

As shown in Fig. 4, vertical guide plates were placed on the both sides of the T-bar to prevent side camber of the T-
Two pairs of vertical guides were applied to the entry and exit sides of the laboratory universal mill.

4. Influence of Rolling Conditions on Side Camber

The types of side camber are illustrated in Fig. 5. When $r_w$ was larger than $r_f$, camber occurred on the flange side. On the other hand, when $r_f$ was much larger than $r_w$, camber occurred on the web side. The cambers were observed at the top end of the rolled T-bar and did not appear after the contact with the vertical guides. When $r_f$ exceeded $r_w$ by a few percent, the rolled T-bar was almost straight.

In the rolling experiments, all workpieces were rolled without serious problems. However, in the case of thin inlet section, web edge waving occurred when $r_w$ was larger than $r_f$. When $(r_f - r_w)$ was the same, larger thickness reduction caused more obvious edge waving.

The edge waving occurred under the conditions of flange side camber. It is presumed that the correction of flange side camber by the vertical side guides caused compressive stress on the web edge, resulting in edge waving in the thin inlet T-bars. On the contrary, edge waving was not observed under the conditions of web side camber. Except for the waving defect, all rolled T-bars kept good shapes. Contrary to the side camber, upward and downward curling of the rolled T-bar was small and negligible.

The results of this experiment showed that the camber of rolled T-bars can be minimized by adjusting the web and flange thickness reductions. At the same time, the web edge waving can be avoided by appropriately setting the same thickness reductions.

5. Modeling and Investigation of Spread Deformations

In H-beam universal rolling, the spread of flange width $B$ has been studied in detail, and it has been shown that the difference between flange and web thickness strain strongly influences flange spread. A similar influence was expected in T-bar universal rolling. Flange spread behavior in H-beam universal rolling is expressed by the following equation:

$$\ln \left( \frac{B_f}{B_w} \right) = a \cdot (\lambda_f - \lambda_w) + b \quad (1)$$

where $\lambda_w$ and $\lambda_f$ are the thickness strains of the web and flange, and are calculated using the following equations:

$$\lambda_w = \ln \left( \frac{t_{w0}}{t_{w1}} \right) \quad (2)$$

$$\lambda_f = \ln \left( \frac{t_{f0}}{t_{f1}} \right) \quad (3)$$

where $t_w$ and $t_f$ are the thicknesses of the web and flange. The suffixes 0 and 1 mean before and after rolling, respectively.

In Eq. (1), $a$ and $b$ are constants depending on the H-beam dimensions and rolling mill geometry. The difference between the flange and web thickness strain ($\lambda_f - \lambda_w$) is considered to be the representative parameter of the correlation between the web and flange and is called “reduction balance” in this paper.

In H-beam universal rolling, flange tips are free surfaces, and thus flange spread is the representative parameter of rolling deformation. In the case of T-bar rolling, the tip of the web is also a free surface. Because of this situation of T-bar universal rolling, both spreads of flange width $B$ and web inner height $LH$ were investigated in this research. The change of web inner height was evaluated by calculating $\ln \left( \frac{LH_f}{LH_w} \right)$ as the same type of deformation parameter with the flange spread.

The thickness reductions in Table 2 were target values; the actual thickness reductions might be different from the targets. The actual dimensions of the T-bar before and after rolling were measured at the center of the length, and these measurements were used to calculate the actual thickness strains and spread deformation parameters.

Figures 6 and 7 show the relationships between the reduction balance and the spread parameters for thick and thin inlet size conditions, respectively. In both inlet sections, linear relationships between the flange and web spread parameters and reduction balance can be seen. Similar to H-beam rolling, a larger reduction balance causes a larger flange spread. The spread of web inner height shows the opposite trend, with rather shallow inclinations of regression lines. These results demonstrated that the spread deforma-
tion in T-bar universal rolling can be expressed using the flange spread model of the H-beam in Eq. (1).

With regard to the influence of the inlet thickness, the spreads of the thick section were a little larger than those of the thin section. The effect of web reduction (15% or 21%) on spread deformation is unclear and seems very small.

The model experiments clearly demonstrated the possibility of this T-bar rolling method, and also clarified that the model equation of H-beam rolling is applicable to T-bar universal rolling.

However, the experimental data have some range of scatter that makes the trend somewhat unclear. To clarify the deformation behavior, FE analysis was carried out under the same conditions as the experiments.

6. Finite Element Modeling of T-bar Universal Rolling

To study the deformation properties in T-bar universal rolling in detail, highly accurate numerical analysis is required, and so a Lagrange multiplier three-dimensional rigid-plastic FE analysis, the CORMILL System, was selected. Many rolling passes of various sections including H-beam universal rolling have been analyzed successfully with this simulation system. Its implicit calculation method can provide highly accurate results for deformation, stress and strain.

In the CORMILL System, plastic deformation is simulated in a steady state model. When investigating fundamental deformation properties, steady state analysis is suitable for obtaining adequate information with less computational load.

Because a T-bar has a symmetrical section shape, a half T-bar was modeled for the analysis. The rolls were assumed to be rigid bodies. The undriven condition of the vertical rolls was considered by adjusting the rotation speed to minimize the roll torque calculated in the iteration.

Actual rolling geometries corresponding to the model rolling experiments were used in the numerical simulation. Corresponding to the experiment, the simulated product had a web height of 300 mm and flange width of 125 mm. Two inlet sections having different thicknesses were also modeled for the numerical simulation. The dimensions of the rolls and stocks are listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition of inlet section</th>
<th>Thick section</th>
<th>Thin section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product size of T-bar</td>
<td>300 × 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet material size (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web height, H</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange width, B</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web thickness, ( t_w )</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange thickness, ( t_f )</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll diameter (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal roll</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical roll</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal roll rotation speed</td>
<td>10 radian/sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange inclination angle</td>
<td>6 deg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target thickness reduction</td>
<td>Web, ( r_w )</td>
<td>15%, 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flange, ( r_f )</td>
<td>18%, 21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our previous research on H-beam universal rolling, suitable element numbers were investigated by careful numerical trials. The same element numbers employed in the research were used in the FE simulation: the element number was six and thirty in the thickness and width directions, respectively. The element shapes in the thick section are illustrated in Fig. 8. The element number in the rolling direction was determined to be 28 in total from the entry section to the exit section. The boundary conditions of the steady state analysis were similar to those in other researches. Uniform velocities throughout the cross sections of the entry and exit boundaries were assumed; this boundary condition restricts the camber of the rolled T-bar and makes the numerical condition closer to the rolling experiments.

7. Numerical Conditions

In the T-bar universal rolling experiments, six combinations of web and flange thickness reductions were examined, whereas ten combinations were executed in the FE simulation. As shown in Table 3, two web thickness reductions, 15% and 21%, were selected again. Five flange reductions for each web reduction were simulated.

A flow stress curve for hot carbon steel was applied to the analysis with a minor modification as follows:

\[
\sigma_f = 113.2 \cdot (0.02 + \varepsilon)^{6.13} 
\]

where \( \sigma_f \) is flow stress in MPa, \( \varepsilon \) is plastic strain and \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is plastic strain rate. The constant 0.02 was added to the original flow stress equation to avoid calculating abnormally small flow stress in the pre-deformation part in the FE model. A constant rolling temperature of 1000°C was assumed in the stock. The value 113.2 was calculated from the stock temperature \( T \) in Kelvin as \( \exp(K' + A/T) \). The values of \( K' \) and \( A \) were determined from the percentage of carbon content, which was set to 0.15% in the FE simulation.

Coulomb friction was assumed between rolls and materials, and a friction coefficient of 0.3 was used for all FE analyses.

8. Results of Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulations for all rolling conditions in Table 3 were carried out successfully. The target thickness reductions in Table 3 mean the setting of the roll gaps. The simulated thickness after rolling may differ from the roll gaps because of thickness changes after rolling. To compare the results of FE analysis (FEA) with the experimental data (EXP), the thicknesses at the final exit section were used for calculating the reduction balance.

The relationships between reduction balance and spread parameters are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The trends of each inlet size are similar to the experimental results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and the range of scatter is smaller than in the
experiment, thus clarifying the relationship between spread parameters and reduction balance. The results of the thick and thin sections are almost the same, and the influence of the web thickness reduction is negligibly small.

The experimental and numerical results of the flange and web spread in the thick condition are compared in Figs. 11 and 12, showing similar inclinations of regression lines between the experimental and numerical results. The intercepts of the line obtained from the experiments are about 0.01 larger than those of the FE simulations, probably due to the shape of the free surface. The flange tip of the experimental stocks had a slightly bulging shape, whereas it was assumed to be a straight line in the FE analysis. It was confirmed that the difference of the flange tip shape influences the amount of spread parameter. FE analysis with a bulging inlet flange tip was carried out, and the results showed a larger intercept than that of the straight flange tip. Considering the small difference of the initial free surface shape, the results of FE simulation agree well with the experimental results.

Figures 13 and 14 compare the experimental and numerical analysis results for the thin section; both the flange and web spread show excellent agreement. The comparison between experimental and numerical results confirmed the excellent accuracy of the FE simulation. It was also clarified that the flange and web spread can be predicted by using reduction balance in the form of Eq. (1). This simple prediction of rolling deformation is very useful for optimizing the conditions of T-bar universal rolling.

Although cambers were restricted in this FE analysis, it is possible to investigate the extent of side cambers by using the stress distribution at the exit section. In the steady state modeling of the CORMILL System, the deforming

Fig. 9. Influence of reduction balance on flange and web spread (FE analysis, thick section).

Fig. 10. Influence of reduction balance on flange and web spread (FE analysis, thin section).

Fig. 11. Comparison of flange spread behavior between FE analysis and experiment (thick section).

Fig. 12. Comparison of web spread behavior between FE analysis and experiment (thick section).

Fig. 13. Comparison of flange spread behavior between FE analysis and experiment (thin section).

Fig. 14. Comparison of web spread behavior between FE analysis and experiment (thin section).
zone is connected with non-deforming zones before entry and after exit. In order to maintain a straight product flow, uniform longitudinal velocities were assumed in the entry and exit cross-sections. These boundary conditions require bending moments at the connecting planes. The extent of side camber can be predicted by the value of the bending moment at the exit section. When the calculated moment is zero, the rolled material flows straight and the side camber becomes zero.

Using the simulated stress in the rolling direction, the bending moment at the final exit section was calculated using the results for the thick section. Figure 15 shows the calculated bending moments of the full-section T-bar in the case of a target web thickness reduction \( r_w = 15\% \). A positive bending moment corresponds to flange side camber. It is found that the bending moment becomes zero around a reduction balance of 0.04, which corresponds to a 3.3% difference in the flange and web thickness reductions and closely matches the experimental results. The prediction of extent of camber with FE simulation is very useful for determining suitable rolling conditions.

9. Flange Spread Behavior of T-bar and H-beam Rolling

From the results of the model experiment and FE simulation, deformation properties of T-bar universal rolling were clarified. The flange spread of T-bar universal rolling showed similar trends to H-beam universal rolling. Because H-beam universal rolling is widely applied to actual production, much knowledge in connection with the suitable mill settings and operation is available. If the affinity between H-beam and T-bar universal rolling can be clarified, knowledge regarding H-beam rolling can be transferred to T-bar universal rolling. This technology transfer will be very useful when applying the new T-bar rolling method to actual section mills. To investigate the similarity of flange spread deformation between H-beams and T-bars in detail, FE simulation of H-beam universal rolling was carried out.

In H-beam rolling, the center of the web is located in a symmetric plane. In T-bar universal rolling, web inner height showed only a small change, and so a T-bar having half the section of an H-beam is expected to show similar flange deformation property to the original H-beam. Furthermore, a slit T-bar of such H-beam has the same section as the corresponding rolled T-bar.

Based on this assumption, H-beam universal rolling was simulated with the CORMILL System. The simulation, the same elements of the thick inlet section shown in Fig. 8 were used as a quarter part of an H-beam. Therefore, the simulated H-beam has inlet dimensions of web height of 660 mm and flange width of 136 mm. The target thickness reductions in Table 3 were also applied to the H-beam analysis. Using the simulated thicknesses and flange widths after rolling, the reduction balance and flange spread parameter \( \ln(B_1/B_0) \) were calculated.

The relationship between reduction balance and the flange spread parameter of the H-beam is plotted in Fig. 16 with the corresponding result of the T-bar. Although the trends of the two different sections are very similar, the inclination of the regression line of the H-beam (0.624) is a little larger than that of the T-bar (0.560).

It is surmised that this difference is due to the discrepancy of the boundary conditions. The web edge of the T-bar in FE model corresponded to the web center of the H-beam. At the web center of the H-beam, the displacement in the horizontal direction is completely restricted, whereas the web tip of the T-bar is a free surface and can move in the horizontal direction. Displacement of the web tip can decrease the effect of correlation between the web and flange, and this makes the inclination of the T-bar regression line slightly smaller.

Although there is a slight difference in the degree of correlation between the web and flange, the similarity of T-bar flange spread behavior to that of the H-beam having the same half section was quantitatively confirmed.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, a new method of rolling T-bars with a common universal mill was investigated by model rolling experiments and FE analyses. The experiment results clearly showed the high potential of the rolling method, and suitable rolling conditions to prevent harmful side camber were identified.

The deformation properties of flange and web spreads were also studied in detail, revealing linear relationships between reduction balance and the spread parameters. Based on the linear relationships, a suitable model equation for predicting flange and web spread was proposed. FE analysis was also shown to be a powerful tool for investigating the rolling deformation of T-bars.

A numerical simulation of H-beam universal rolling was
carried out to investigate the similarities and differences between T-bar and H-beam rolling. It was shown that a T-bar having a half section of an H-beam showed almost the same flange spread behavior as the original H-beam.

The results of this study successfully demonstrated the possibility of this novel T-bar universal rolling method. Flexible production of T-bars by universal rolling would have a great impact in many industrial fields.
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